Solution
S1. Ans.(b)
Sol. PRQS is correct order of the words in the given sentence. The subjective pronoun „he‟ will start
the sentence, hence P is the first order, in R the verb part is written, hence R follows P. PR is a pair.
S2. Ans.(d)
Sol. Subjective Pronoun „it‟ is used in P, Hence P is the starting sentence, “one of” shows selection,
hence S follows P. PSRQ is correct order of the sentences.
S3. Ans.(d)
Sol. As you know „not only-but also‟ is a pair, hence PR is a pair. In Q, the sentence has been
introduced with the idea of smallpox, hence Option D QPRS is correct order of the sentences.
S4. Ans.(d)
Sol. PQRS is the correct order of the words in the given sentence. The idea about the „dog biting‟ has
been mentioned in the P part hence P is opening sentences. Q follows P. Option D is correct answer
choice.
S5. Ans.(c)
Sol. SPQR is correct word order in the given sentence. PQR is connected in logical manner.
S6. Ans.(b)
Sol. The correct order of the words will be PSRQ. The word „gloomy‟ in S is used for „the house‟ in P,
hence PS is a pair.
S7. Ans.(d)
Sol. Subjective pronoun „he‟ in P suggests, P is the first order then S will come. PS is a pair. The word
„tall‟ in R will follow S. hence PSRQ is a pair.
S8. Ans.(c)
Sol. SRPQ is correct order. „a life of rules and regulations‟, hence RP is a pair. Option C is correct
answer choice.
S9. Ans.(c)
Sol. QP is a pair (looked at me for a moment, logically connected). And by turning him upside down,
the man emptied his pockets. Hence SR is a pair. QPSR is correct order.
S10. Ans.(d)
Sol. Relative pronoun „who‟ is used for lady, hence S will be starting part. SQRP is correct order.
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S11. Ans.(a)
Sol. Plural verb „are‟ in P is used for „animals‟ hence P is starting
point. PQSR is correct word order.
S12. Ans.(c)
Sol. SRQP is correct order of the words in the given sentence.
S13. Ans.(a)
Sol. R shows the time and P carries the idea forward that happened
in the 1940s, hence RP is a pair. RPSQ is correct order.
S14. Ans.(b)
Sol. RSPQ is correct order of the sentences of the given paragraph.
S15. Ans.(b)
Sol. PSQR is correct order of the words of the given sentence. “sports cars‟ is noun hence it (P) will be
the first part of the sentence.
S16. Ans.(c)
Sol. “in life” goes together, hence PS is a pair. PSRQ is correct order of the words of the given
sentence.
S17. Ans.(c)
Sol. RPQS is correct answer. The hint is PQ, “the workaholic often becomes”
S18. Ans.(c)
Sol. PQSR. In P and Q , conjunction „that‟ connects these two parts. Option c is correct answer choice.
S19. Ans.(a)
Sol. The relative pronoun „who‟ in R is used for „people‟ hence RPQS is correct answer choice.
S20. Ans.(c)
Sol. Observe R and S together, “year 1979 has been declared as the International year of the child “.
Hence, PRSQ is correct order.
S21. Ans.(***)
Sol.
S22. Ans.(d)
Sol. The given sentence is grammatically correct.
S23. Ans.(a)
Sol. It being a rainy day‟. Option A is correct answer choice.
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S24. Ans.(c)
Sol. “He would never feel at home”
S25. Ans.(b)
Sol. Tense problem in part B, write “he has left”.
S26. Ans.(c)
Sol. Write “it is worth doing well” in option C.
S27. Ans.(b)
Sol. In part B, write „returned‟ in place of „returned back‟.
S28. Ans.(c)
Sol. The last part of the sentence should read „and‟ there is no trouble „.
S29. Ans.(a)
Sol. Remove preposition „about.
S30. Ans.(c)
Sol. Unless is already negative in meaning, hence extra „not‟ is not required.
S31. Ans.(a)
Sol. The correct structure will be (one + of + the ...+ plural noun). Hence, we need to write „features‟.
S32. Ans.(d)
Sol. The given sentence is grammatically correct.
S33. Ans.(c)
Sol. Write preposition „to‟ in place of „than‟.
S34. Ans.(d)
Sol. The given sentence is grammatically correct.
S35. Ans.(d)
Sol. The given sentence is grammatically correct.
S36. Ans.(b)
Sol. Write verb „was‟ after „he‟. We need to write „statement form of the verb‟, not “interrogative
form”.
S37. Ans.(d)
Sol. The given sentence is grammatically correct.
S38. Ans.(c)
Sol. Write adjective „hard‟ in place of adverb „hardly‟. Option C is correct answer choice.
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S39. Ans.(c)
Sol. Write “He couldn‟t find any answer”.
S40. Ans.(a)
Sol. Write subjective pronoun „who‟ in place of „whom‟.
S41. Ans.(b)
Sol. Write singular verb „is‟ in place of „are‟.
S42. Ans.(c)
Sol. The better word will be “fluent” English. Here the emphasis is on speaking (style of speaking,
that is fluent).
S43. Ans.(b)
Sol. Write simple past tense verb. Not present perfect tense verb.
S44. Ans.(b)
Sol. Write plural verb „have‟ in place of „has‟.
S45. Ans.(b)
Sol. Write singular verb „has‟ in place of „have‟.
S46. Ans.(c)
Sol. Write singular verb „its‟ in place of „their‟.
S47. Ans.(c)
Sol. QRSP is correct order of the sentences in the given paragraph. The hint is QR- in Q a girl is
mentioned and in the R, the pronoun She is mentioned.
S48. Ans.(d)
Sol. QSRP is correct order of the sentences. In S1, Ramu was in hurry because the exam was about to
begin in five minutes. Hence Q is starting sentence after S1.
S49. Ans.(b)
Sol. RSQP. In S1 it is mentioned that Chandran was very angry. In R the reason (pen missing) is
mentioned. Hence R follows S1.
S50. Ans.(d)
Sol. PSRQ. In S1, fire engines and loud sound is mentioned and in the P the idea about fire continues.
Hence P follows S1.
S51. Ans.(c)
Sol. SRPQ. In S1, the fire in stalks of rice is mentioned and in the S, people were staring at the rice
and tried to extinguish it. Hence S follows S1. The idea also continues in P about older people also
joined. Hence SRPQ is correct order of the sentences of the given paragraph.
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S52. Ans.(c)
Sol. PSQR. In S1, the misconception is mentioned, in P the most common is written, hence P follows
S1. In P poisonous mentioned and In S, non-poisonous is mentioned, hence PS is connected.
S53. Ans.(a)
Sol. PRSQ is correct order of the sentences in the given paragraph.
S54. Ans.(c)
Sol. RQSP is correct order of the sentences in the given paragraph.
S55. Ans.(d)
Sol. PRQS is correct order of the sentences in the given paragraph.
S56. Ans.(c)
Sol. PRSQ is correct order of the sentences in the given paragraph.
S57. Ans.(d)
Sol. QSRP is correct order of the sentences in the given paragraph.
S58. Ans.(d)
Sol. SQPR is correct order of the sentences in the given paragraph.
S59. Ans.(b)
Sol. QPRS is correct order of the sentences in the given paragraph.
S60. Ans.(d)
Sol. QPSR is correct order of the sentences in the given paragraph.
S61. Ans.(b)
Sol. QPSR is correct order of the sentences in the given paragraph.
S62. Ans.(c)
Sol. RPSQ is correct order of the sentences in the given paragraph.
S63. Ans.(b)
Sol. QSPR is correct order of the sentences in the given paragraph.
S64. Ans.(d)
Sol. RPQS is correct order of the sentences in the given paragraph.
S65. Ans.(d)
Sol. PQSR is correct order of the sentences in the given paragraph.
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S66. Ans.(c)
Sol. SPQR is correct order of the sentences in the given paragraph.
S67. Ans.(b)
Sol. Simple verb form „reach‟ will be used.
S68. Ans.(d)
Sol. The given sentence is grammatical correct.
S69. Ans.(d)
Sol. The given sentence is grammatical correct.
S70. Ans.(a)
Sol. “Since the last” is correct usage.
S71. Ans.(a)
Sol. “Was taken”. The verb will be used according to the first subject, that is, the teacher- singular.
S72. Ans.(b)
Sol. “Wide-ranged”. We need to use adjective form. Option B is correct answer choice.
S73. Ans.(c)
Sol. “had rescued”. Is correct usage for given sentence.
S74. Ans.(c)
Sol. Permit is correct word choice.
S75. Ans.(a)
Sol. Past perfect tense verb (had written) will be used.
S76. Ans.(a)
Sol. „would have‟. Shows the future possibilities. Option A is correct answer choice.
S77. Ans.(a)
Sol. “Looking for” is correct phrasal verb.
S78. Ans.(b)
Sol. “abide by”. Preposition „by‟ is correct.
S79. Ans.(a)
Sol. For past action or activity, use past perfect tense verb.
S80. Ans.(d)
Sol. No improvement is required.
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S81. Ans.(b)
Sol. dispense with. preposition "with" is correct.
S82. Ans.(d)
Sol. No improvement is required.
S83. Ans.(c)
Sol. “passed” is correct verb from.
S84. Ans.(b)
Sol. “is touring” is correct verb form.
S85. Ans.(b)
Sol. “Called as” is incorrect. Hence option B is correct answer choice.
S86. Ans.(c)
Sol. Past tense verb form “lay” will be used.
S87. Ans.(c)
Sol. We use preposition “to” with “accustom”.
S88. Ans.(a)
Sol. “does not exist”. Option A is correct answer choice.
S89. Ans.(b)
Sol. wearily: with extreme tiredness. Option B is correct choice.
S90. Ans.(d)
Sol. It is mentioned in the passage, seagull suffered because he floated in the water.
S91. Ans.(b)
Sol. “his wings were damaged and therefore were heavy”.
S92. Ans.(d)
Sol. “flying at low altitudes”.
S93. Ans.(d)
Sol. Travelling by motorcycle is being part of the scenery.
S94. Ans.(a)
Sol. Option A is correct answer choice and correctly sums up the idea expressed in the passage.
S95. Ans.(a)
Sol. Here, it refers to “traveling in a car”.
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S96. Ans.(a)
Sol. Option A correct answer choice.
S97. Ans.(a)
Sol. overwhelming: very great in amount, Overpowering in effect or strength
S98. Ans.(c)
Sol. It is mentioned in the passage that he was disturbed because of unspecified thoughts.
S99. Ans.(b)
Sol. Someone was clinging to the bars of the window.
S100. Ans.(d)
Sol. Nervous- is the correct word to describe the condition of the traveler.
S101. Ans.(d)
Sol. Absolutely shocked.
S102. Ans.(a)
Sol. It is clear from the passage, yuri was calm and courageous.
S103. Ans.(a)
Sol. Only option A is correct.
S104. Ans.(b)
Sol. The unplanned growth of industry has done more harm than good.
S105. Ans.(b)
Sol. deforestation: the action of clearing a wide area of trees.
S106. Ans.(d)
Sol. Option D is correct answer choice.
S107. Ans.(a)
Sol. Option A is correct answer choice.
S108. Ans.(c)
Sol. Statement 1 and 3 are correct. Hence option C is correct answer choice.
S109. Ans.(a)
Sol. It is mentioned in the passage, man lost his intellect under the influence of tobacco.
S110. Ans.(b)
Sol. Option B is correct answer choice.
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S111. Ans.(a)
Sol. precedent: an earlier event or action that is regarded as an example or guide to be considered in
subsequent similar circumstances.
S112. Ans.(c)
Sol. “Pay for” is correct phrasal verb.
S113. Ans.(d)
Sol. “He does”. Option d is correct answer choice.
S114. Ans.(d)
Sol. unreliable: not able to be relied upon.
S115. Ans.(d)
Sol. administer: manage and be responsible for the running of (a business, organization, etc.).
S116. Ans.(d)
Sol. reprimand: a formal expression of disapproval.
S117. Ans.(b)
Sol. “slipped” is correct word.
S118. Ans.(c)
Sol. “how to swim”. Is correct usage.
S119. Ans.(d)
Sol. commend: praise formally or officially.
S120. Ans.(d)
Sol. Disallowed is correct word.
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